
SAMOA  Road Trip Challenge

This is a very simple contest.  The first rule is that all location pictures must 
include your car.  The object is to get everyone out onto the open road WITH 
their cars and visit all the sites that make this great locale what it is, a great 
place to drive.  Taking pictures of some of the objectives will be tough.  For 
instance; taking pictures of your car AND the welcome sign to Nevada sign on 
I80 at 65 mph is going to be tough.  It's a freeway!  So taking the picture from the 
car and including an identifying object from the interior would be just fine.  And 
all pictures must include the title page with the club logo.  And include yourself 
so we know its you who traveled, not Jay Leno.  Just make sure it's identifiable 
so we know it's your Miata and not your Konigsegg.

Secondly, send the picture to rtc@jsp47.net.  Or if you choose you can text me 
at 9167181545.  Low resolution would be greatly appreciated but we will take 
any.  All scoring will be compiled from photos sent to these addresses only.  
Anything sent anywhere else will not be accepted.  This address is set up for this 
contest only.  Only one entry for each category.

Being a musician and composer/arranger and a supporter of creativity all my life, 
I am encouraging you to explore your inner creative self.  So if you come up with 
some kind of creative way of presenting any of your entries, there will be an 
award of up to 3 points for up to 3 entries.  Creative bonus is up to the contest 
committe (Sally and I) and decisions are final.  Bribes accepted (2014 Skinner 
Cab would be a start).  So the creativity is up to you.

All entries must be sent to the above email address before 3 days prior to the 
last club meeting as to facilitate tabulation.  Periodic random standings may be 
posted along the way on my website, www.jsp47.net/rrtcscores.html

So happy traveling and take lots of pictures.  Go places and have fun

Contest Rules


